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Adapted from the original text, *Stormy Night*, by Salina Yoon.
One stormy night, Bear could not sleep.
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The wind was blowing, the trees were loud, and
the rain was pounding on the windows.
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"Do not worry," said Bear. "I will hold you tight.

and keep you safe from the storm." Bear

sang to Floppy.
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When Bear heard the sound of thunder, Bear was scared.
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Mama asked Bear if it was okay to stay with Bear for the night. Mama was scared of the storm.
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Bear was happy to see Mama, it put a smile on Bear's face.
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Papa came into Bear's room, Papa was scared of the storm too.
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Bear was happy to see Papa. Bear tickled Papa's ear to make him feel better. Papa laughed.
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"What will make Floppy feel better?" Bear thought. Bear

grabbed a book.
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Bear almost forgot about the storm until...

BOOM. The thunder crashed loudly.
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Bear was scared. Bear shut his eyes.
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Mama kissed Bear's nose. Papa tickled Bear's ear.
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Mama sang to Bear just like when Bear was a baby. Mama and Papa kept Bear safe.
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Bear was sleepy and the thunder got quiet.

"What happened to the storm?" asked Bear. "Even storms need their sleep!" said Papa.
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And so do bears!